
Why communication is important for 
your project?

Simple….

If you want to be successful you need to

Communicate your results

Disseminate your outputs

We are here to help you as a multiplier…if you keep 
us in the loop!



Which material does the IMI office relies upon

 Periodic and final reports: importance of high quality 
publishable summary

 Project website: ideally it should be the “one stop 
shop”

 Publications (open access)

 Slide decks

 Interim reviews

 Close out meetings



Communication of science and technology results

All starts from the data….the importance of quality in research



Communication of project results to feed IMI progress 

analysis and reporting

IMI projects are successful in 

publishing impactful results!



How do we use your communication outputs and why 

the are very valuable for us

 Feed IMI KPI

 Material for IMI Success 

stories

 Feed the Table of projects

outputs

 Presentations to IMI Advisory

Bodies 

 Presentations to the IMI 

Governing Board

 Presentations to Policy 

makers

 IMI communication material

 IMI website



IMI – Ecosystem for innovative 
collaborations

IMI is a neutral platform where all involved in drug development 

can engage in open collaboration on shared challenges.

All partners needed to find transformative solutions to reduce late 

stage attrition, speed patient access and improve health 

outcomes and find solutions for a sustainable healthcare system 
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KPI nr 7: Co-authorships 

and cross-sector 

publications between 

European researchers 

on IMI2 projects (sectors 

include academia, small 

and mid-sized 

companies, pharma, 

regulators, patient 

organisations, etc.). 



SUCCESS

New model  
developed & 

published
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In house 
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Better drugs 
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medical 
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COMMUNICATION & 
DISSEMINATION



News, Achievements, Success Stories



Contribute to the catalogue of project tools



We want your success stories!



We need you to be a success! Let us know 
timely your good news!!


